
Sometimes you might want or need to read your own meters

Certain situations might make it desirable or necessary for you

to read your own electric or water meter. Such a situation might

exist if a CWLP meter reader can’t gain access to your meter(s)

due to unrestrained animals or inclement weather, or because

the meter is: blocked by plants or debris, inside a building, or

behind a locked fence. Or you might simply wish to read your

meters more often than once a month to keep closer track of

your consumption. This brochure is designed to ensure that,

for whatever reason you choose to read your meter(s), you

will be able to do so accurately and with confidence.

To avoid estimated meter readings on your bills, you are

welcome to read your own meters*—either on a regular basis

or occasionally, as circumstances require—and provide those

readings to us. You can report your meter readings by phone

(789-2030, option 3); by email (publicinformation@cwlp.com);

or online (www.cwlp.com, click Online Services).

You can also mail in your meter readings using meter reading

cards provided by CWLP. To request a supply, call 789-2030 or

email publicinformation@cwlp.com. Or you can print copies

of the online meter reading form from the CWLP website

address cited in the paragraph above.

If you routinely read your own meters for billing purposes,

you should do so on about the same date each month. Also,

every three months or so a CWLP field investigator will need

access to your meters to confirm your readings.

* Water meters located in pits and commercial electric meters are not intended to
be read by customers.

Reading your electric meter

CWLP is currently in the process of a long-term project to re-

place all electric meters with digital automated meter reading
(AMR) models. These meters can be read electronically from a

remote location, which reduces or eliminates the need for
estimated readings. Until the installation project is completed,

though, there are still going to be times when you might find
it necessary—or convenient—to read your own meter.

The instructions to the right show how to read a five-dial
electric meter. If you have a four-dial meter, the first and third

dials will read counter-clockwise; the second and fourth dials
will read clockwise. Regardless of which type of meter you

have, begin your reading with the dial situated farthest to the
left. When the indicator hand falls between two numbers,

you will always read the lower of the two numbers.

Start with this
dial and read
the meter from
left to right. On
a five-dial meter
such as this, the
first, third and
fifth dials read
clockwise. The
second and
fourth dials read
counterclockwise.
On this dial, the
hand is between
the 2 and 3, so
you will read
it as

This dial reads
counterclockwise.
The hand is be-
tween the 5 and
6, so you will
read it as

This dial reads
clockwise. The
hand appears to
be directly on the
8. But you will
read it as 8 only
if the hand on the
dial to the right
has passed 0.
Since it has not,
you will read this
dial as

2

75

This dial reads
counterclock-
wise. The hand
is on the 9.
However, you
will read it as 9
only if the hand
on the dial to the
right has passed
0. Since it has,
you will read this
dial as

This dial reads
clockwise. The
hand is between
the 0 and the 1,
so you will read
it as

9

0

To determine your monthly electricity usage . . .

To calculate your monthly electricity usage and cost, CWLP

subtracts the previous month’s meter reading from the current
month’s reading. For instance, if the dials on the previous

panel of this pamphlet represent last month’s reading and
the dials on this panel are this month’s reading, you can see

that, over the course of the month, you used 918 kilowatt-
hours (kWh) of electricity:

(26708 - 25790 = 918)

At an average residential (Rate 30) electric cost of 10.71¢ per

kWh (including the state utility tax and fuel adjustment
charge), your electric bill for this month (excluding your

customer charge) would be a little over $98 (based on electric
costs in effect in March 2012):

(918 kWh x  $0.1071 = $98.32)

Reading your water meter

A water meter measures the number of cubic feet (cu. ft.) of

water you have used. The number recorded by the meter is
cumulative. To determine how much you have used in any

given month, you would subtract the meter reading taken for
the previous month from that of the current month—the

same way you would do to calculate your electric usage from
month to month (see the panel above).

The majority of CWLP water customers have digital meters
that look like this:

The numbers in the numerical
display panel translate to 214,212

cu. ft. of water. If you are self read-
ing a digital meter and providing

the reading to CWLP, this is the
number you would report. When

this type of meter reaches 999,999
cu. ft., the numbers roll over to

000000—in effect, starting the
meter over again.

Although CWLP has changed many water meters over to the
digital type, many old analog meters are still in service. Analog

meters consist of six dials, enabling a cumulative measure-
ment of up to 999,999 cu. ft., after which the meter dials will

all roll back to 0.

There are two types of

analog water meters in
service. In the most com-

mon, shown right, the
dials measuring 100,000

cu. ft., 1,000 cu. ft., and
10 cu. ft. all read clock-

wise. The 10,000 cu. ft.,
100 cu. ft., and One Foot

dials all read counter-
clockwise.

In the less common
style of analog meter

used by CWLP, shown
left, the dials read in

the opposite direction.
So the 100,000 cu. ft.,

1,000 cu. ft., and 10 cu.
ft. dials read counter-

clockwise, while the
10,000 cu. ft., 100 cu.
ft., and One Foot dials

all read clockwise.

1 “Inside-the-city” water customers are billed according to Water Rate 10.
Customers living in areas outside the city limits fall under Water Rates
11 or 12. For more information about CWLP water rates, check our
website at www.cwlp.com (click on Customer Service).

2 One unit of water equals 100 cu. ft., which equals 748 gallons.

3 The Rate 10 costs/unit given here became effective on March 1, 2011.

The reading above translates to 482,910 cu. ft. of water. If you

read your meter monthly, you can track your usage by sub-
tracting your previous month’s reading from your most recent

one. Assuming you are an “inside-the-city” water customer1,
you will be charged $1.64 per unit2 for the first 5 units (500

cu. ft.) of water you use; $2.64 per unit for the next 5 units
you use; and $2.74 per unit for everything over 10 units you

use.3 For example, if you use 12 units (1,200 cubic feet) of
water in a month, your water bill (excluding customer charge)

for that month will be:

(5 units x $1.64) + (5 units x $2.64) + (2 units x $2.74) = $26.88

Read this dial
clockwise. The
hand appears to
be on the 5, but
you will read it
as 5 only if the
hand on the
next dial has
passed 0. It has
not, so you will
read this as 4.

Read this dial
counterc lock-
wise. The hand
is between the 8
and the 9, so
you will read it
as 8.

Read this dial
clockwise. The
hand is between
the 2 and the 3,
so you will read
it as 2.

Read this dial
counterc lock-
wise. The hand
is on  the 9.
Since the hand
on the following
dial has passed
0, you will read
this as a true 9.

Read this dial
clockwise. The
hand is between
the 1 and  the 2,
so you will read
it as 1.

To determine your monthly water usage . . .

4 8 2 9 1

(digital readout meter)

(less common analog meter)

(most common analog meter)

Start here End here

To determine your monthly electrical usage, assume this

is your current month’s reading and the dial on the previ-

ous page represents your last month’s reading. By sub-

tracting this month’s from last month’s reading you’ll see

how many kilowatt-hours you used this billing month.

Regardless of which type of analog water meter you have,
you will read it clockwise, beginning with the 100,000 cu. ft.

dial and ending at 10 cu. ft. (you can ignore the One Foot
dial). As indicated in the sample of the most common form of

analog meter (shown below), you would write the numbers
from each dial from left to right in the order you read them.

Remember, when reading each dial, if the indicator hand
falls between two numbers, you will always read the lower of

the two numbers.


